


TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 45:13 MIN.

FOLK MUSIC OF CHINA, VOL. 14:
SONGS OF THE TIBETAN PLATEAU - MONBA AND LHOBA PEOPLES

MONBA
1  Beautiful Flowers 昂贡美朵 - 1:48
2  Song of Joyful Gathering 欢聚之歌 - 3:31
3  My Lover (love song in Jialu) 我的爱人（加鲁情歌) - 1:30
4  A Love Song in Jialu 加鲁情歌 - 1:05
5  Today We Gather Here 今天我们相聚在这里 - 1:14
6  A Love Song 情歌 - 4:38
7  A Happy Gathering in Sama 欢聚时的萨玛 - 1:52
8  A Duet Song in Sama 萨玛对唱 - 2:46
9  Song of White Crane 白鹤之歌 - 3:31

LHOBA
10  Song of Intermarriage 1 联姻歌 (一) - 5:04
11  Song of Sacrifice 祭祀歌 - 1:17
12  Paean of Our Ancestor 1 阿布达尼赞歌 (一) - 3:46
13  Paean of Our Ancestor 2 阿布达尼赞歌 (二) - 3:36
14  Song of Intermarriage 2 出嫁歌 (二) - 5:38
15  Song of Labour 劳动歌 - 2:16
16  A Love Song 情歌 - 0:50



FOLK MUSIC FROM THE MONBA AND LHOBA PEOPLES
The two ethnic groups in this album both live in the Tibet Autonomous Region. Monba and Lhoba are the names used by Tibetan people, however, 
both minorities use other self-designations, according to their different geographical locations. For example, the Lhoba can refer to themselves as 
Boer ga or Ning han. 

Both ethnic groups live around the border with India. The Monba people live in an area by the Yarlung Zangbo River, which includes plains and 
canyons covering a total of twenty thousand square kilometers. The Lhoba people live in the canyon areas of Mainling county, through which the 
same Yarlung Zangbo River runs. This is where the Lhoba songs on this album were recorded. 

The population of Monba is around ten thousand, but the Lhoba are just one-third of this. The Monba and Lhoba peoples have their different 
spoken languages, yet they both write in Tibetan. Most Monba people believe in Tibetan Buddhism, but the Bon religion is also influential in 
this area. In 1985, the Lhoba people were identified as an ethnicity by the Chinese government. Their religious practices mainly feature animism. 
Farming is the main activity for both ethnic groups. In addition, the Monba people herd and the Lhoba traditionally hunt.

THE MUSIC OF THE MONBA PEOPLE

Musical Categories
The Monba people have a large collection of oral literature and they divide their music into Lu, Xie and freestyle, according to the rhyming of lyrics. 
Lu is also known as Sama Wine Songs. Sama songs are often sung at weddings and various other celebrations. The elderly usually sing spontaneous 
lyrics to match the Sama tunes. Tracks 7 and 8 both feature this type of tune. The lyrics of Lu incorporate unfixed stanzas, each of which includes 
three or four sentences. Most of the sentences usually, but not always, consist of seven or nine syllables. 

Xie tunes typically feature in love songs. The earliest and most famous anthology of Xie songs, among Tibetan people, was composed by the 6th 
Dalai Lama Tsangyang Gyatso, who was a Monba by ethnicity. Tsangyang’s love songs maintain the traditional features of Monba lyrics in the form 
of theme, rhyme and style.

Jia lu is another type of love song of the Monba people.

Instruments and Musical Features
The Monba people play several characteristic instruments including bamboo drums and double-tube flutes. The drum frames are made of bamboo 
pieces, with goats’ leather stretched across. The frame of the drum is decorated with dragon carvings. The vertical double-tube flutes have a range 
of one octave.  

The Monba music adopts the Chinese musical system and its style exemplifies Tibetan music. The relatively simple musical form usually includes 
a couple of phrases, in which the second musical phrase is a variation of the first one. The melodic contours often present a downwards tendency.



THE MUSIC OF THE LHOBA PEOPLE

Musical Categories
The most notable feature of the Lhoba folk music is the inseparable inclusion of poetry, music and dance. Some pieces of music function as 
narrative poems, folk tunes and also dance music. In general, two kinds of tunes are popular among the Lhoba people: Jia yi jia and Bai li.  
Usually being performed in different celebrations and banquets, Bai li tunes employs ternary rhythm and have many variations.

With the exception of track 11, the other Lhoba pieces all feature Jia yi jia, which is a solemn ancient tune usually performed within various ritual 
music. With many variations, the tune of Jia yi jia uses a duple meter and only has one musical phrase. In performances, the leading voice sings the 
main lyrics and the chorus follows with the nonsensical syllables ‘Jia yi jia’. As we can hear in the tracks, syncopated rhythm often appears. When the 
Jia yi jia tunes accompany dances, the speed gradually accelerates after several repetitions to facilitate the vigorous and powerful dance gestures.

Instruments and Musical Features
The main instrument of Lhoba people is Da beng, a vertical flute 
with a clear timbre. They also play jews harps made of bamboo. 
The instruments are often buried with the deceased as a respectful 
offering towards their musical talents. The musical scales of the Lhoba 
incorporate four notes and a melodic contour, similar to a parabola, 
often appears. Nonsensical syllables account for a large proportion of 
the lyrics.
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MONBA 

1. Beautiful Flowers 昂贡美朵
Singer: Tsering Chodzin
If we compare the flowers with yak butter, we will find the flowers to be purer and whiter. I could compare my 
lover to a white flower, though she is more beautiful in my heart.

2. Song of Joyful Gathering 欢聚之歌
Singer: Pema Tsering
Lyrics: 
Friends and relatives from all quarters gather today to sing happy songs.
The joy of gathering overshadows the golden light of the sun.
The house is bustling with excitement as if the sun of happiness is rising in our hearts.
We toast to our parents with gratitude, sing heartily, and dance with friends and relatives.
We hold jade goblets high, drink heavily, and sing the song of toasting.
We sing happily and spell out our thoughts with no reservation.
The hometown spirit tastes best today and with it we speak up our minds.
With good spirit here, why should we wait for another day? 
With our beloved friends and family here, why should we save the words for another day?
When will an occasion like this come back? When will we gather again?
I wish we will never be apart after today’s gathering and come together tomorrow.

3. My Lover (love song in Jialu) 我的爱人（加鲁情歌)
Singers: Tsering Chodzin, Pema Tsering
Lyrics: 
Man: My love, your kind heart is purer and fairer than the white snow in the north and the white pagoda in the south.
Woman: My love, you are like the sun in the sky and I wish it never changes.
Man: The seeds we sowed have grown to be crops and they are the testimony of our love.
Woman: My love, if you travel to a faraway land, please take me with you.

4. A Love Song in Jialu 加鲁情歌
Singer: Tsering Chodzin
We hoped we could gather together, like today. We wish each other sound health and good fortune. If I sing for 
you, you should drink the highland barley wine.



5. Today We Gather Here 今天我们相聚在这里
Singers: Tsering Chodzin, Pema Tsering
Today young people gather here, drink highland barley wine, and sing for their beautiful lives.

6. A Love Song 情歌
Singer: Pema Tsering
My lover, you are pure and beautiful like a lotus flower on the snowy mountain. I wish to guard you forever.

7. A Happy Gathering in Sama 欢聚时的萨玛
Singer: Tsering Chodzin
Countless stars are clustered in the sky but it is rare for friends to gather on the ground. Despite all the 
difficuties, we are all here together. How I hope that the gathering never ends.

8. A Duet Song in Sama 萨玛对唱
Singers: Tsering Chodzin, Pema Tsering
Lyrics: 
The lyrics are about common life experiences of the Monba peoples.
Man: If you are well-read and knowledgeable, please give an example of the number ‘one’.
Woman: I am not well-read, but a rhino has only one horn.

9. Song of White Crane 白鹤之歌
Singer: Tsering Chodzin
Lyrics: 
My holy village of Niangla, you are a white crane from the heaven.
You unfold the left wing which points to the imposing iron mountain. 
I wish you a life more long-lived than the mountain.
You unfold the right wing which points to the dense forest of sandalwood. 
I wish you more productiveness than the forest.
Your noble head rests on the grand snowy mountain. 
I wish human beings were as noble and upright as the snowy mountains.
Your diamond eyes look at the centre of the Monba house. 
I wish for an abundance of treasure on the land, sparkling like the shiny moon.
Your flame-red feet stand on the fertile land. 
I wish for a bumper year where crops are too much for the granaries to store.
Your cloud-like tails direct towards the roaring Niangqu River. 
I wish the Monba nationality carries forth like the running river.

Recording date: May 2012. Recording location: Lebu Valley, Cuona County, Tibet Autonomous Region.



LHOBA
10. Song of Intermarriage 1 联姻歌 (一)
Singer: Da Ya Xia
A long time ago, villages of the Lhoba people were often visited by unknown animals that stole food and 
caused damage. The villagers tried to capture the culprits by any means, but failed. The ancestor A Bu Da Ni 
traced the animal footprints over several mountains, leading all the way to some ranch houses. Here, they  
discovered horses and their owners – the Zang people. The two sides reached agreement on reparation. There 
the Lhoba people found salt and cotton cloth which they didn’t produce. The two peoples began to barter, 
exchange, interact and gradually formed intermarriages.

11. Song of Sacrifice 祭祀歌
Singer: Lin Dong
Praying for the blessings of the divinity.

12. Paean of Our Ancestor 1 阿布达尼赞歌 (一)
Singer: Da Ya Xia
Female vocals. 女士赞
We praise our ancestor A Bu Da Ni for creating material and cultural wealth, and for leading us to hunt game, 
breed animals and build houses.

13. Paean of Our Ancestor 2 阿布达尼赞歌 (二)
Singer: Lin Dong
Male vocals. 男士赞
See track 12  ‘Paean of Our Ancestor 1’.

14. Song of Intermarriage 2 出嫁歌 (二)
Singer: Da Ya Xia
According to the legend, wedding ceremonies couldn’t proceed without wine, but brewing highland barley 
wine required distiller’s yeast. Our ancestor, A Bu Da Ni, asked the god of wind and the god of mountains to 
search for the yeast, but without success. Eventually, A Bu Da Ni dispatched mice to steal the yeast. With the 
wine prepared, the girl could be married.

15. Song of Labour 劳动歌
Singer: Da Ya Xia
When we labour, we follow the approaches and methods created by our ancestor A Bu Da Ni. We work and sing 
with gratitude towards him for creating our ethnic group, improving our life and generating all the wealth.



16. A Love Song 情歌
Singers: Da Ya Xia, Lin Dong
Legend had it that A Bu Da Ni, ancestor of Lhoba nationality, was a half-human, half-god hero. The only way 
for him to be converted to a human was to marry a woman. However, he could not find a spouse in the tribe. 
Finally, he prayed to the sun and the moon and married his younger sibling. It is believed that this was how 
Lhoba peoples originated.

Recording date: May 2012.
Recording location: Nanyi Country, Mainling County, Nyingchi Prefecture, Tibet Autonomous Region.




